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NG Bailey creates new £300m division

Getting to grips with transporting,
storing and installing offsite components

Peter Jones
Managing Director for the combined NG Bailey Services Division

NG Bailey has created a new £300m
Services division to bring together
its Facilities Engineering Services
and IT Services businesses, alongside
the recently-acquired Freedom Group.
The move, which fits the overall
business strategy and long-term goals
of responsible and reliable earnings,
will combine the company’s national
capabilities in facilities engineering
services, IT, fabric and project
management services with its
power engineering services and
land management capabilities.
Peter Jones, previously managing director for
IT Services and the newly-acquired Freedom
group, extends his remit as managing director
for the combined NG Bailey Services division,
reporting into chief executive David Hurcomb.
Together with a new leadership team, the
division will focus on key market sectors and
provide clients with a single point of contact
to leverage NG Bailey’s integrated capabilities,
whilst also offering a highly-attractive
end-to-end proposition to clients across a
number of markets, focusing on outstanding
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technical expertise, strong values and
assured project delivery. Peter, who will lead
the strategic development, business growth
and overall performance of the Services
division, will be supported by:
• David Hartley, as chief operating officer
(COO) of Freedom, who will continue to
lead the Power, Networks and Professional
Services business units.
• Tim Simmons, as COO of the new Facilities
and Infrastructure business, combining
facilities engineering services with the
group’s civil works, building and small
works projects and property-related
services, including asbestos management
and grounds maintenance.
• Kelly Tedesco, previously customer business
director in the IT Services division, who
becomes COO for IT Services. Kelly will
focus on the provision of structured cabling
and ICT network design and installation
projects, managed services provision and
electronic security projects and services to
end user clients, as well as clients within
NG Bailey’s Engineering division.

David Hurcomb said: “Separately, the group’s
three services-led divisions have established
strong positions in their individual markets, so
combining their strengths provides us with a
very powerful and persuasive offer across the
entire industry. It also underpins the delivery
of our order book, which is circa £1.4bn and
delivers a more balanced construction and
services business. Peter has an extensive
background in services and infrastructure at
a national and international level, so he is the
ideal person to lead this combined division
and to drive its growth through innovation and
outstanding customer service. I would like to
say a heartfelt thanks to Stuart Linington,
who retired from the business at the end of
August, having overseen the growth of
Facilities Services from a £30m turnover
business to one generating almost £100m
in sales.”
Peter Jones added: “The new structure gives
us tremendous opportunities to promote the
benefits of a combined Services offer to
customers, which I believe is unique in the
market. I’m looking forward to working with
David, Tim and Kelly, and everyone in our
Services teams, as we continue to transform
the division and provide continued excellence
to our clients.”

For more information, contact:
Jenny Wilkinson or Katie Wadsworth
by phone: 0113 8800 444 or email:
jenny.wilkinson@ngbailey.co.uk or
katie.wadsworth@ngbailey.co.uk or
visit the website: www.ngbailey.co.uk

Modular housing can be tested during
its development stage for structural
and environmental performance – there
are a myriad of different test techniques
that will prove the modules or panels
are fit for purpose when constructed in
the factory. The unknown is the effects
of transporting the panels or modules
to site.
Transport, storage and installation issues can
have a large impact on the end use of the
building. Panels can be damaged during any
of these stages. Inadequately stored panels
can deteriorate if unprotected due to weather
or fail when put under load due to poor
storage and transportation techniques.
Installation has the additional problem of
designing suitable panel lifting points that do
not impact on the way the panels join to form
the building, whilst being adequate to enable
safe lifting. The transport, storage and lifting
techniques also impact on the costs of the
overall build and hence any savings that can
be made during the construction process can
be factored into the overall project cost, thus
providing an advantage during the initial
tender process.

Finding damage sustained is not always
easy. The opening up of joints can be hidden
behind sheathing or plaster boards but
will impact upon thermal and acoustic
performance, and in more extreme
cases, can affect weather tightness.
Poor transportation may affect windows
and doors with stresses acting at the corners
which can result in cracking or damage to the
window casing or glass. Panels can be
damaged through placing them down,
particularly if the load is not centred and the
panel lands on one corner or partial edge
first. This can cause extensive damage and
prevent the panel being bolted down to the
foundations correctly or lining up with other
panels or modules, and can require repair or
create areas that may not be waterproof or
structurally sound.

sustained. This provides the manufacturer
with the advantage of keeping panels that
may at first glance have otherwise been
disposed of, or more importantly justifying
the disposal of a panel that could fail further
down the line.
Transporting modular buildings has an impact
on costs. Handling techniques and storage
can impact upon the carbon footprint and
effect safety requirements during installation.
A factory-built system creates a consistent
and quality product that is not found in
traditional build; however, the success
of a modular building is dependent on the
factory-built components arriving at site and
being erected on site in the same condition
as they left the factory.

Additional bracing or increased material
thickness may be required or used to help
the transportation and lifting process.
These measures add further costs to the
build and are quite often redundant once
the panel is installed and in use.
The success of the transport and installation
of the panel or module should be assessed
to understand the impact of any damage

For further information, please visit:
www.lucideon.com/buildoffsite
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